
Chalet Le Love
Courchevel 1850, France 

To Book, call +44 (0)203 432 7784

Le Love is a luxury ski chalet in 
Courchevel 1850, which has all 
the privacy and quiet of a private 
apartment but is set within the 
Hotel Le Saint Roch, with all its 
facilities on tap. This fabulously 
stylish 2-floored penthouse is a joy 
to spend time in.

Designed in beautiful, muted tones 
of grey, chocolate and off whites, 
illuminated by copper and pearl 
accents, the apartment is a relaxing 
haven, which gently glows with 
warmth. All the fixtures and fittings 
are of the very highest standard, 
from the heavy linen upholstery on 
the headboards to the top-of-the-
range plasma TV. Throughout the 
property, your comfort is clearly the 
number one priority.

Two fabulous suites sit atop the 
duplex apartment. With luxury 
touches such as supremely 
comfortable seating areas and 
hammams and rainfall showers in 
the en-suite bathrooms, you’ll feel 
perfectly relaxed here.

What we love...

We love the generous room sizes, including two master suites that are almost 
apartments in their own right.
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In the communal living areas, chic 
design ideas are combined with 
plush furniture and furnishings to 
create sitting and dining areas that 
are just perfect for catching up with 
friends over a glass or three of fine 
wine, or a delicious evening meal. 
Your private butler is always on 
hand to ensure your every need is 
catered for, and the highly trained, 
multilingual staff of the hotel are 
also available to help wherever they 
can.

When you’re not out on the slopes 
enjoying the wonderful skiing 
Courchevel has to offer, slip down 
to the hotel’s spa for a dip in the 
stunning indoor swimming pool, 
with a ‘bubble’ chandelier that is 
more of a work of art than a lighting 
piece, or a massage, or even a facial 
in the luxury spa. If pampering isn’t 
your thing, simply take the papers 
and a drink down to the bar or cigar 
lounge for some quality me-time 
and solitude.



Rooms

Chalet Le Love sleeps 8 people in 4 
bedrooms.

All bedrooms have en-suite 
bathrooms with a hammam and 
rainfall showers.

There are two suites on the second 
floor and two on two on the first 
floor. All can be configured with 
either king-size or twin beds.
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Eating

Chalet Le Love is part of the five-
star Le Saint Roch hotel, which has 
its own excellent restaurant. It will 
easily impress gourmands with their 
local dishes, in particular their meat 
and fish specialities.

Breakfast and dinner are served in 
the restaurant itself, with its roaring 
fire, or up in the privacy of your 
chalet, where your butler can serve 
meals in the rustic, open-plan dining 
area.

Beverages are an additional cost.
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Kids

The chalet gives families the 
opportunity to stay in a luxury 
hotel without worrying about the 
children needing space to run about 
or jumping down from the table at 
dinner. Your butler will ensure every 
member of your party is well cared 
for and everyone feels at home.

The children can also enjoy the 
hotel’s swimming pool, especially 
with the private lift access, they can 
be downstairs splashing around in 
no time.

Nannies and babysitters are 
available on request.

Staff

Firefly pre-arrival concierge service

Chalet staff include:
Private butler
Hotel concierge service
Staff at Le Saint Roch Hotel 

Additional staff such as nannies and 
massage therapists can be arranged 
on request. 
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Location

Chalet Le Love is part of the luxury 
Hotel Le Saint Roch, which is located 
at the foot of the Bellecote slope 
in Courchevel 1850. The piste is 
accessed via a few steps across the 
road making this luxury ski chalet 
virtually ski-in/ski-out.

The nearest airport is Chambery, 
approximately 1 hour 30 minutes 
drive, whilst Grenoble and Lyon 
airports are approximately 2 hours 
10 minutes and Geneva airport is 2 
hours 20 minutes drive away.

There is also an altiport in 
Courchevel 1850 for those travelling 
by helicopter or private jet.

Facilities

Virtually ski-in/ski-out
TV/DVD player
Hammam and rainfall shower in 
every bathroom
Hairdryers
Mini bar
Safe
Heated ski boot rack
Private lift to the chalet 
Wifi

Guests of the chalet have access to 
all the facilities of the hotel Le Saint 
Roch, including spa, swimming pool, 
bar, restaurant and smoking room.
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